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EXTRA DUTIES: MAIN CHIEF STEWARDESS         
 

We are unrolling a new crew structure where for certain fixed positions on board we employ crew to 

be responsible for their department on a more permanent basis. This way we want to involve crew in a 

structural way to the management of our Operations.  

 

We want to recruit one person per department and per vessel. This means that main crew will work 

together in a team of three, together with Operations. It should be clear that we see the value of these 

positions in the teamwork across the fleet. These positions are not meant to elevate or promote 

individual crew.  

 

Main crew will be responsible for inventory and maintenance schedule on a specific vessel throughout 

the year and should be recognised by other crew as the authority in this department. 

 

On top of responsibilities in chief stew job description, extra duties are: 

 

 Support Operations in briefings and training of new crew 

 Be available for questions from crew regarding hotel issues 

 Control maintenance procedure and inventory management in Hotel Department, also when on 

land (via online Marad access) 

 Regular (virtual) team meetings with Operations Manager and Main Chief Stews of other vessels  

 Support Operations team with order procedure upon request. 

 Support Operations in development of SC manuals  

 

This does not mean that main crew cannot do rotations on other vessels. It only means that if you 

change vessels, you need to report to Main Chief Stew of the vessel on which you work. 

 

Considering these positions include responsibilities year-round, crew should notify when they are not 

available (i.e. not to be disturbed). We count regular statutory holidays of 28 days a year, excluding 

weekends and public holidays. 

 

Salary raise or financial compensation depends on experience. 
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